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Abstract
Eelectronic device technology has been monopolized by binary system for many years. The
circs not only makes it impossible to break through the existing technology bottleneck, but
also brings a lot of potential safety problems. Aiming at this question, a new electronic
communication technology is presented in this paper. The technology quantifies the time axis
and the voltage axis synchronously, uses the quantified time dot as the address of the
communication, and realizes the transmission of the multi-system [1] data via transmitting
the multi-steps voltage quantification. The technology solves the bottleneck problem of the
speed, circuit and electromagnetism in the electronic communication, changes the binary
system coding mode and communication connection form of the electronic device, reduces the
transmission quantity of the redundant information, advances the security of electronic
system and network, debases the complexity of the devices connection, enhances the rate of
the processing and the transmission, simplifies the transformation between the difference
protocols. The experimental results approve the validity and the robustness of the technology.

1. Introduction
The operation system, hardware and network based on the binary system have achieved the
applied bottleneck, it is very difficult to further breakthrough. Moreover, the binary system is
very simple, just has 0 and 1 these two codes. It is easy to make mistakes during
communication, and easy to encounter the vicious attack. So its security is very poor.
With the development of the chip manufacturing, parallel processing, computer
architecture, distribute technology, operating system, software application platform, network
computing and intranet, the performances of computer have improved continuously and
reached unprecedented height. However, all of above are based on computer hardware.
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Consequently, the organization of computer hardware has become the main problem (key
technology) in development of computer science. But the traditional theories about computer
hardware have many defaults. First of all, the transmit speed is the “speed bottleneck” [3] of
electron device. The communications between electronic devices are all electrical signals.
Hence, the speed of electron can represent electrical signal’s transmission speed and it affects
the electronic devices’ processing and communication speed directly. Since the electron
transmit at a constant speed in the same metal, which will battle us producing chips with
higher performances. Secondly, the number of wires becomes the “wire bottleneck” [3] of the
development of silicon chip. In order to improve the processing speed and capacity of chips,
the computer designer must set up more wires for data transmission. The main problem in
chip manufacture is the outputting of pins [4], but the semiconductor’s processing. It is such a
difficult thing to output pins from the small chips. Moreover, the connections between chips
and circuit boards have their own limitations, about 1000. Thirdly, the electromagnetism
interference caused by the layout of wires on the circuit board has become the
“electromagnetism bottleneck” [5] of the electronic circuitry. The electromagnetism
interference between wires on the same board can affect the accuracy of signal transmission.
Along with the elevation of the outputting pins and the complexity of circuit, the use and
connections of wires are more and more. Consequently, the affection of electromagnetism
interference may also be growing so as to affect signal transmission.
Aiming at the above situations, people are making many researches. The scientists are
making researches on electronic signal transmission without wires. Now the WI-FI net [6]
and mobile phone have been using the wireless transmitting technology. Therefore, we can
use the microwave energy to transmit electron signal. And by this way, the electronic signal
can not be weakened when transmitting on the wire. Although the wireless transmitting
technology could avoid the weakening of the electron signal by wires, it can be affected by a
lot of elements. For example, lighting and shielding may cause some problems. Wireless
transmitting technology has poor electromagnetic compatibility and stability. And the signal
transmission devices (magnetic field generator [7]) are so large that can not be embedded in
chips.
Since the problems of the constant transmission speed and wire factors when electron
transmitting in the metal, the researchers use photon technology [3], [8] instead of electronic
technology. Photon transmission is a kind of wireless transmitting technology which transmits
by air and its speed is ten times faster than electronic transmission in metal. And photon
beams can not cross with each other and also can not affect each other, so photon beams can
pass through two dimensions and three dimensions freely [9].
Although the photon chips [10] need not connect by fiber, but the devices which are used
to guide the direction of light need to be allocated in order to realize the communications
between chips. The chip will be full of laser generators on its surface. This kind of photon
technology can improve the transmission speed and avoid the interference produced by wire,
but the chip must be full of laser generators [11] and laser receivers [11]. Using this way we
can cancel the output pins on chip, but we use laser generators and laser receivers instead.
The information transmission amount of photon chip is determined by the amount of photon
beams generated by the chip which means the amount of laser generators and laser receivers.
Consequently, we need more surfaces to allocate these devices. With the size of chip smaller
and smaller, its surface area also becomes limited. Therefore, the photon chip will face the
bottleneck between the transmission runoff and the chip’s volume too.
Although the technologies above can improve the situations that exist in electronic
computer and communication network, they can not solve the essential problem of signal
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transmission. Computer and network have been ruled by the traditional BCD code (also called
8421 code). Because changing the transmission media (electron) is very difficult, the photon
computer theory is very complexity, hard to realize, and it exists the quantity bottleneck of
the laser generators and receivers, so it can not replace the electronic computer in short order.
The article advances a kind of new electronic communication coding protocol——VT
position code communication technology [12], which alters the encoded mode and the
communication manner, updates the communication theory of the electronic units. It
essentially solves the problems that exist in the electronic computer and network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the principle of the VT
technology. In section 3 we present the implement method of the VT. Section 4 designs our
experiment results and the performance analysis. Section 5 concludes the paper and outlines
the future work.

2. The principle of the VT position code communication technology
VT position code communication technology quantifies the voltage signals of the
V(voltage) axis based on the digital communication of binary system quantifies the T (Time)
axis [13]; also may not quantify (using to complete the communication of the analog signals)
[12]. Assuming, a one frame signal as the starting point, and defines the pulse on this point as
the synchronous pulse. Figure 1 shows the communication coding pulse data chart of the VT
position code.

Figure1. Communication coding pulse data chart of the VT position code.

The time axis represents the relative position that each pulse relatives to the highest
voltage, represents the address signal; and the voltage axis expresses the voltage altitude of
the pulse, represents the data signal. We divide the pulse altitude into ten ranks, representing
the number 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, when need the number bigger than 10, we can choice
two pulses to accomplish the transmission of this data, and the data that the former pulse
represents is 10×（0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9）.
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There are two types of data in the communication protocol of this coding technology:
voltage data of the V axis and the time data of the T axis. Then we define the following
parameter:
Dv : the initial voltage of coding, its definition is the smaller the better according to the
electronic technics and the anti-jamming ability [14].
ΔV : the precision of the voltage quantification, its definition is the smaller the better
according to the electronic technics, detecting and anti-jamming ability [14].
Mv : the highest signal coding voltage of the communication, its definition is the bigger the
better according to the electronic technics [14].
ΔT : the time-based pulse width of coding, decided by the communication main frequency
of the system.
T : the scanning time of one frame.
Mv + ΔV : synchronizing pulse.
After the above definition, the model of the single-channel coding communication during
the unitary medium has come into being: in the transmission system, the position of the signal
that the sending element and the received element produced represents the address signal, the
altitude of the signal pulse represents the data information of this signal, all elements can
connect with each other by a communication line. The sending element emits the pulse signal
with different voltage height in the different position, according to the practical demand, the
address signal of each element may be one or more, if it’s more, each address signal also
represents the weighted signal of this element.
Using this method can realize the parallel communication between IC and computers with
serial form, its communication speed is much higher than parallel, this can be proved by the
formula. On the assumption that the same initial time T0, the data quantity of the computer
serial communication is T × N , N is the information quantity of one frame; and our
ΔT

T

×

Mv − Dv

×N

communication data quantity is ΔT ΔV
.Not difficult to see, when quantifying the V
axis, every time increasing the quantification rank will make the communication speed to
enhance a time compared to the digital communication in the same situation, and the
quantification rank is decided by the highest altitude of pulse Mv and the precision of the
voltage quantification ΔV , the rank of these two quantity will be higher and higher along with
the development of the VT position code technology. In addition, the T axis that we quantify
during the communication indicates the communication address, thereby the address signal
will not enter into the signal line, this characteristic will also decrease the transmission of the
redundancy information, increase the communication speed. Thus, application of this coding
communication fashion will increase the communication speed to an egregious multiple.

3. The implement method of VT position code communication technology
As is shown in the figure 2, it’s the developmental framework of the VT position code
communication technology. The theory of VT position code communication technology
creases the protocol and development platform; the encoder and decoder of VT position code
communication technology can connect the control units and the execute units in the
networked control system to realize the transfers of the control command; accession the
module of digital data turn VT code and VT code turn digital data on the PLC will link PLC
to the net of VT position code communication technology; then create the IC and CPU of VT
position code communication technology; manufacture the VT position code computer and
single chip; structure the network of VT position code communication technology.
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Figure. 2. Developmental framework of the VT position code communication
technology.

3.1. The coder and decoder of VT position code communication technology
In the traditional industry applications, the controller connects with the executer via the
wiring harness and implements control using the switch quantity, its connection is complex,
its realizable function is limited and difficult to correct. At the present time, these redundancy
wiring hardness system are replaced by various fashions of the net connections, such as
Ethernet [15], different buses (CAN bus [16]) and so on. But because of the demand of
network protocol, one data packet need to transmit the information about address, checkout,
data, thus the available control data quantity contained in a data package is rather finite,
reducing the transmission efficiency. Otherwise, owing to the difference in the various
industrial network protocol, we need to setup another gateway to transform the protocol
format [17] when the executive machines using different network protocol want to correspond
with each other. This pattern will increase both the number of the network equipments,
network load and the transmission time delay.
Therefore, in order to predigest the connection means and to enhance the transmission
efficiency, we need to transform the traditional connective manner and the control mode. The
method which adopts here is using one net line to link the PLC and all controllers, executors
together, the controller connects with the coder of VT position code——translating the
control demand which sends out by the controller into the modality of VT position code; the
executer connects with the decoder of VT position code-analyzing the received control
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demand; the output and input of PLC add the number to VT code module and the VT code to
number module -realizing the transform between the binary code and VT position code.
Figure 3 shows the connective structure of the VT position code communication technology
network.

Figure. 3. Diagram of VT position code communication technology network
connections.
The function of the coder is to code the control demand which sends out by the controller
with VT position code format, then to transmit it based on the VT position code network
protocol; the function of the decoder is to receive the signal of control demand from the net
according to the rule of VT position code protocol, and to translate it to the control demand
that can be identified by the executer. When initializing the system, we need to assign the
fixed address to every executor, this address is used to identify the position that the
instrument incepts the information (time point). Using this method, the controllers and the
executers on the VT position code network can realize the network transmission of the control
demand founded on the VT position code principle. The principle diagram shows as follow.
3.2. The module of digital signal turn VT code and the module of VT code turn digital
code
As is shown in the figure, using the coder and decoder of the VT position code, the
controller and executer can achieve the network info transmission about the VT position code
principle on the internet circumstance. But making the controllers, executers and PLC to
correspond with each other, we need to chip select except code transform. Namely using one
net line to link the whole components together, thus all of the signals will concentrate on one
signal line. This signal line connects with the module of VT code turn digital code that be
loaded to PLC, chip selects and transforms the VT signal to digital signal, consequently to
realize communicate with PLC. Moreover, the module of digital signal turn VT code signal
that be loaded to PLC, transforms the execute signal sent out by PLC to VT code signal, and
sends it to the signal line. Using this way, we will link PLC to the VT position code
communication network. Also each executer can be equipped with VT encoder and VT
decoder, to realize the transform between the VT code signal and the digital signal,
accordingly to achieve the mutual communicate among the controller, executer and PLC.
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3.3. CPU and IC of VT position code communication technology
With the same principle of PLC chip select, applying the VT code to digital code module
and the digital code to VT code module to manage the chip select signal and the data signal
simultaneously, the VT logical [18] CPU and IC can be designed. Its hardware model is as
follows shown in figure 4.
The design model of this kind of logical CPU or IC can only satisfy the transmission of the
simple data signal and a small quantity of address signal [19], when the equipments on the net
increase, the control and feedback information that needed to be transmitted are becoming
complex and various, it won’t be suitable. The principle of VT position code communication
technology requires that CPU is able to process the multi-system (exceed binary system) [20],
therefore, in accordance with CPU/IC regular design method, the data line is responsible to
transport the data information, the address line is used to transport the address information.
Figure 5 shows the hardware model of the multi-system CPU and IC [21]. Among them,
the VT code to numerical code module and the numerical code to VT code module connected
with the address line of CPU/IC, takes charge of the address message transmission and carries
through the chip selection. And that the data line links with the digital code to pulse module
and the pulse to digital code module, these two modules are devoted to transform the format
between the pulse voltage that transmits on the VT communication network and the data
signal that can be processed by CPU /IC, to achieve mutual transmission of data information.
Such a CPU/IC has the independent address and data information processing system, is able
to dispose the multi-system, such as ternary [22], [23], quaternary [24] and so on.

3.4. VT position code computer and single chip

CPU is the core of the computer an single chip, after scheming out the CPU of VT position
code, the structure of the VT position code computer can be designed according as the
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network connective principle. As illustrated in the figure 6, VT computer is linked by one
single line ——VT signal line [2], it’s responsible for the transmission of all information in
the whole computer system, the signal transmitted on it is pulse altitude signal. All
components in the VT computer are connected to this VT signal line, the communication
between them can be realized by the VT coder and VT decoder to transform the pulse signal
and the data signal. These components send data messages to the VT signal line in the special
time that system assigned to them, and receive the messages from the VT signal line in
another special time. This kind of special time may be defined when system established, also
may be redefined every time when system started (considering the system may add or subtract
the equipments at any time).

Figure. 6. Structure of the VT position code computer.
The single chip is a kind of micro computer system, its interior configuration is similar to
the common computer, just simpler. Figure 7 shows the framework chart of VT single chip.
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Figure. 7. Structure of VT Single chip.
As the system bus the VT signal line links all components, because each part of the single
chip has been encapsulated already, the time spot that they send and receive message could be
defined by analyzing during the initial period of system production, and be solidified in the
system. VT CPU drives the concession and time circuit through the exterior time source [25],
the internal and external interrupt signals [26] are both transformed to data signal by VT
decoder, then send to CPU. The register, data memorizer, timer/counter, memorizer extended
control port, parallel port and serial port [27] all send to and receive from the VT signal line
via the VT coder/decoder. At the same time, the timer/counter [28] receives the external count
signal through the VT decoder, the memorizer extended control port [29] send the control
signal to the outside through the VT coder, the parallel and serial ports carry out the seriesparallel input and output through the VT coder/decoder.
3.5. VT position code communication technology network
As shown below, in figure 8, the basic connection diagram of VT position code
communication technology network is the simplest principle diagram of VT industrial control
network [30] connection, its theory can be generalized to the VT network. All units on the net
will be connected to the VT network line, VT computer or single chip can be connected
directly to network because of owning the VT CPU, but other equipments, such as routers or
PLC need to be collocated the VT coder or decoder to convert the code system. The VT local
area network appliances this theory, too.
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Figure 8. Structure of VT network.

4. The experiment and results of the second-step VT position code
communication technology
4.1. The research production of the second-step VT position code communication
technology
Now, our work is in the initial stage of theory application. The reach relies on automotive
electronic as the development platform, its theory characteristic is second-step VT position
code communication technology.
In this stage, the voltage quantification of V axis is divided into three ranks, among them,
the initial voltage ΔV is 2V, the precision of the voltage quantification ΔV is 2V, the
synchronization voltage Mv is 6V. Here we define 2V（ Dv ）pulse signal as the signal “0”,
4V（ Dv + ΔV ）pulse signal as the signal “1”, elements could still identify the 0/1 signal, and
could only realize the control to the switch quantum in the electrical system. Figure 9 is its
pulse data chart.
According to the requirement of the automobile body controller and combining with the
protocol of the second-step VT position code communication technology, we developed the
single-lined system automobile controller (have obtained the invocation patent) and singlelined system programmable logic controller (PLC) [2], and have designed and produced the
VT PLC, The coder and decoder of VT position code communication technology, VT code to
numerical code module and the numerical code to VT code module, established the structure
of single-pin CPU/IC. The simple configuration of automobile network and domestic
electrical appliances network with VT principle can be formed. Figure 10 shows the protocol
of the single-lined system automobile controller, one synchronous frame with 6V denotes the
begging of a control period, then the system will send the control command to each executive
organ on the corresponding position in time order. Here we use the voltage pulse with 2V, 4V
to represent the control to the switch quantum.
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Figure. 9. Pulse data chart of the second-step VT position code communication
technology.
4.2. Performance analysis
The data communication amount of the second-step VT position code communication
T

×

Mv − Dv

×N

T

×

6−2

×N

2

T

×N

technology is ΔT ΔV
= ΔT 2
= ΔT
, it’s duple of the serial communication
amount; in the situation that system basic frequency is uniform, the communication speed is
also duple of the serial. To this analogized, if the quantification rank increases one step, the
relative communication amount and speed will rise doubly.
Compared with the TCP/IP protocol, the channel utilization ratio [31] of the second-step
VT network protocol has enhanced markedly. Suppose the transmission ratio of effective data
bits of effective data
on net = bits of totaltransm ission data . Under the encapsulated format of IEEE802.3 protocol
1492

[32], a pure IP packet’s transmission ratio of network effective data≤ 26 + 1492 =98.3%(the part
of data may not be always used completely, where we can use the redundancy to fill in), and
the relative ratio of its APR request/response or RARP request/response

Figure. 10. Protocol of the single-lined system automobile controller.

38

packet= 26 + 38 =59.4%. On the second-step VT network, except the highest voltage that
system sends as the initial frame——may ignore, the other pulse signal represents separately
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the control signal to the corresponding equipment on the special time, even if there’s not the
operation to this equipment in this period, system may also send the monitor signal to it to
survey some parameters such as the current application state as the reference of the
subsequent operation. Therefore, we can curtly consider the transmission ratio of effective
data on VT network is 100%. According to the VT principle, this transmission ratio is
invariable and doesn’t change along with the increase of VT technology’s step.

5. Conclusions and further work
In allusion to the various bottlenecks and the existing security problems in the
currently electronic communication, this article proposes a new coding method of
electronic communication — — VT position code communication technology. The
method quantifies the coordinate vector of the two-dimensional space which constituted
by time and voltage, uses time point as the communication address, and realizes the
transmission of the multi-system data via transmitting the multi-steps voltage
quantification. It has broken loose the fetter of the BCD thought completely. Using this
method, all electronic components can communicate with each other through one signal
line, avoided leading the IC, decreased the connection between devices and quantity of
load switch, reduced the connective complexity of the equipments. Besides, by being
equipped with the VT coder and decoder, the electronic device can enter into the
computer network and carry on correspond mutually. It may also simplify the data
transmission format and protocol transform, improve the processing speed, reduce the
transmission delay, enhance the utilization ratio of the system and network.
Furthermore it can advance the security of electronic system and network.
The VT position code communication technology can expend the versatility of equipments,
simplify the structure and volume of them, reduce the production cost and the operating
difficulty, networked the electronic devices. It can be widely applied to the electric control
system, such as the automobile network, domestic electrical appliances network and office
network. Through an accordant network protocol, all electronic devices will compose a
uniform network system based on the single-lined connection, it has prominent practicability
and efficiency. The design thought proposed in this paper advances a new kind of attempt and
discussion for the innovation of the electronic communication form and network connective
fashion.
The article describes the development configuration of the VT position code
communication technology, and designs out the hardware model and schematics of its
important parts. We take an experiment combining with the requirement of automobile body
controller and two-step VT theory, the result confirms the validity and usability of the VT
technology. Our research is only a preliminary exploration, the following work will be:
(1)We develop the VT technology from second-step to multi-step, and to realize the
transmission of multi-system data. At the next stage, the experimental parameters will be
presumed as follow, the initial voltage Dv is 2V, the precision of the voltage quantification
ΔV is 1V, the synchronization voltage Mv is 12V. Here we define 2V（ Dv ）pulse signal as
“0”, define 3V pulse signal as “1”, 4V pulse signal as “2” and so on. The main task during
this period is designing the interior structure of multi-system CPU, computer and network.
(2)After the two-dimensional VT technology is mature, in order to improve the
communication load and speed, the VT technology can be expended to the three-dimensional
that constituted by three axle ——V, I, T. The method will quantify the time signal on time
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axis, the voltage signal on V axis and the current signal on I axis simultaneously. In the
coding course, three kind of different identifiers——V, I, T, are used to denote the data
signal, address signal and status symbol.
Completion of the above work will form a set of integrated theory and application platform
of VT position code communication technology, and this will lay the foundation for
idiographic implementation.
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